Abstract. By means of irreducible characters for the symmetric group, formulas have previously been given for the number of ways of writing permutations in a given conjugacy class as products of transpositions. These formulas are alternating sums of binomial coefficients and powers of integers. Combinatorial proofs are obtained in this paper by analyzing the action of a partial differential operator for symmetric functions.
Introduction
Let X = (Xx, X2, ...) where Xx > X2--■ are nonnegative integers and Xx + X2-\-= n . Then A is a partition of n , denoted X (-n . If m of the A, are positive we also write X = (Xx, ..., Xm), and say that X has m parts, denoted by l(X) -m. If kj of the parts of X are equal to j for j > 1, we can write X = lk<2k*... .
Associated with every permutation a in S", the symmetric group on {1,...,«}, is the partition of n whose parts specify the lengths of the cycles in the disjoint cycle representation of a . This partition, denoted by d(a), is called the cycle distribution of a . For a Y-n, the set of all permutations in S" with cycle distribution a is a conjugacy class, denoted by ^. If Ka is the formal sum of the elements of ^ , then the set {Ka\a \-n} is a basis for the centre of the group algebra CSn . Thus we can linearize the product of any elements in this set, so if a, I-« for i -I, ... , m we can write yhn and the numbers c£ ^ are called connection coefficients for the symmetric group.
An expression for the arbitrary connection coefficient can be given as a summation over partitions of n, involving characters of the symmetric group. In general this is not very useful because characters are hard to evaluate and the summation set is large. However in certain cases this expression can be reduced to yield a nice explicit form, as a single-indexed binomial sum. Character theory has been used by Stanley [19] and Jackson [13, 14, 15] to give classes of such explicit forms for various connection coefficients involving «-cycles (cycle distribution n) and transpositions (cycle distribution 1"_22).
The form of these results suggests that there should exist derivations of the nice expressions for connection coefficients that are free of the use of characters. In this direction, Bertram and Wei [2] , Boceara [3] , and Walkup [20] have obtained results for the product of two «-cycles by elementary means. Goulden and Jackson [9] have given a direct combinatorial derivation for the value of Cai,...,am in the case that l(ax) + ■■■ + l(am) = « + 1. Moszkowski [18] has given a direct combinatorial derivation for the value of ci",...,<»,,_, in the case that ai, ... , a"_i are transpositions (see also Goulden and Pepper [10] ).
Bédard and Goupil [1] had previously shown by inductive means that n n iH) n(l(ax)-l)\(l(a2)-l)\ where a, = 1^'2^2 • • • for i = 1, 2, and l(ax) + l(a2) = « + 1 . In the case m = 2 of Goulden and Jackson [9] , the RHS of ( 1.1 ) is shown to be the number of two-coloured plane trees of a certain type, and an explicit bijection is given between these trees and pairs of permutations (a, p) e Wa¡ x ^2 such that op = (12 • • • «) where, of course, (12 • • • «) e W^ . Denes [6] (see also Denes [7] and Hurwitz [11, 12] ) had previously shown that (12) c{n) =n"~2
Vl-A) <-ai,...,<*"_! "
where ai, ... , a"_i are transpositions (i.e., a, = 1"_22 for /= 1,...,«-1). In Moszkowski [18] an explicit bijection is given between labelled trees on « vertices (it is well known (see, e.g., Cayley [5] ) that the number of these is nn~2) and (« -1)-tuples of transpositions whose product is (12 ■ • • «).
One of the results (Corollary 4.2) in Jackson [15] specializes to give the following result. Theorem 1.1. For a, = 1"~22, i = I, ... , m and m > 1, «.^4g{("HRV)<-'>'-Note that when m = « -1 the RHS of Theorem 1.1 must reduce to «"~2 from (1.2), and that when m < n -1 the RHS must reduce to 0, for combinatorial reasons.
The purpose of this paper is to derive an explicit bijective proof of Theorem 1.1. We proceed by considering a generalization of Theorem 1.1 that allows us to identify the role of the summation index k . This generalization is given as Theorem 2.1, and is referred to as the main result.
There are three stages. First, in §2, we derive the main result in a straightforward manner from the character theory of Sn. Second, in §3, we give a noncharacter, but essentially verificational, proof of the main result by means of a partial differential operator for symmetric functions. Third, in §4, we are able to derive an explicit bijective proof of the main result by considering the combinatorial implications of the action of this differential operator.
The common thread running through these three stages is the formal power serie?
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are well-known as the generating functions for the complete and elementary symmetric functions in x = (xx, x2, ...), respectively. The reader is referred to Macdonald [17] for a complete treatment of symmetric functions. In this paper we shall be concerned only with the power sum symmetric functions, given by Po=l, pj = x{+x{ + ..., j>l.
If X = (Xx, X2, ...) is a partition, then pi = p\xPi2... and {p/\X all partitions} forms a basis for symmetric functions, where px,p2, ... are algebraically independent. The generating function fox px,p2, ... is denoted by P(u) = Y,j>xPjuJ ■ The Pj's are related to H and E by (1.3) H(u) = exp ¿2pjy ' E(~u) = exP -¡£i/T I and thus (4) A(Ul,t;x) = P(t), (5) ¿Z"k=oan,k,a = nôaAn) for ah«.
Proof.
( 1 ) The division by r -b in the definition of A is well-defined when A is considered as a power series in t. As a polynomial in r, b, the coefficient of t" in H(rt)E(-bt) -1 is homogeneous of degree n , for « > 1 (and is 0 for « = 0 since H(0) = E(0) = 1). Moreover, H(rt)E(-bt) -1=0 when r = b, so its coefficient of t" is divisible by r-b . Thus, as a polynomial in r, b, the coefficient of /" in A is homogeneous of degree « -1, « > 1. Accordingly, we can write A in the given form, where the division by «! is for convenience later. (2) A is a function of t and x¡ only through tXj, j > I, and A is a symmetric function in x, so the An k are symmetric functions in x of degree « . The result follows because {pa\a h «} is a basis for symmetric functions of degree « . Again the multiplication by |^,| is for convenience later, and the value of |f^| is well-known. otherwise.
But |^")| = «!/« from (2) and the result follows. □
The main result is stated in terms of the integers anka. In §2 these integers are identified in terms of characters of Sn , and properties of characters are used in deriving the main result there. In §3 a differential operator for symmetric functions is introduced, and its action on A is shown to be nice; the main result follows, with the anka appearing only as the coefficients in the symmetric function A . In §4 we demonstrate that the series A is the generating function with respect to an alternating weight for a set of combinatorial objects that we call properly painted permutations. This leads to a combinatorial derivation of the action of the differential operator on this generating function. In §5 we extend this to obtain a direct bijective proof of the main result, in which the anka appear as the combinatorial sum of alternating weights for sets of painted permutations. This quickly leads to a direct bijection for Theorem 1.1 (with both sides multiplied by 2W«!).
Characters of the symmetric group
It is well-known (see, e.g., Burrow [4] ) that the centre of the group algebra CSn has a basis {Fa|a h «} of orthogonal idempotents, given by
where x% is the character of the irreducible representation of S" associated with Wa , evaluated at Wß , and /" is the degree of this representation. Moreover we can invert the linear relationship (2.1) to obtain (2.2) Ka = \K\Y,}ßXßaFß.
ßhn J
The introduction of characters of Sn is relevant because the series Ank discussed in § 1 is essentially the generating function for the values of the character of the irreducible representation associated with C(i* ,,,_*). In particular, as derived on page 139 of Littlewood [16] , (2.3) an,k,a = (-l)kXaxk>n-k).
We are now ready to give the main result, which yields a value for a linear combination of connection coefficients involving arbitrary powers of transpositions. The proof exploits the above close connection between a",;t)a and characters. 
and
and substitution of this in (2.5) gives
The result follows immediately by equating coefficients of Kß on both sides of this expression. D
The above result is closely related to those of Jackson [15] . From it we deduce the value of a connection coefficient involving arbitrary powers of transpositions in the next result. For a e Sn , let <P(er) = p¿(a), and linearly extend this to define the action of O on CS" . Thus for example, Q>(Ka) = \Wa\pa and <P(£ar-" Ka) -K . Now define the differential operator for symmetric functions (it is welldefined since the power sum symmetric functions are algebraically independent).
This operator provides a realization in the algebra of symmetric functions of the multiplication by all transpositions in the symmetric group, as demonstrated in the next result. Proposition 3.1. For g e CS", ®(K{l"-22)g) = AQ(g). Proof. Consider an arbitrary transposition (tx, t2) and an arbitrary permutation a e S".
If tx and t2 appear on two different cycles in the disjoint cycle representation of g , then in the product (tx, t2)a those cycles are replaced by a single cycle whose length is equal to the sum of their lengths. Thus a p¡Pj in <&(o) is replaced by a p¡+j in Q>((tx, t2)a) for some i, / > 1 .
If ii and t2 appear on the same cycle in a, then in the product (tx, t2)a that cycle is replaced by two cycles whose lengths sum to the length of that cycle. Thus a Pi+j in <P(cr) is replaced by a p¡Pj in Q>((tx, t2)a) for some i, j > 1.
The result follows by considering all cases for (tx, t2) and extending linearly to CSn . D As an exercise, the reader might verify that
AH(t) = ~H(t), AE(t) =
This operator also acts very nicely on the series A in the following result.
discussed in §1, as described
AA=2{r6-r-bdb)tmA> (2) A^">fc= 1 (2) ~nk\A«.*» fom>k>0.
Proof (1) AA = (r-b)~xA¡ exp I "£pkj(rk -bk) j -1 1 , from (1.3) Thus we have obtained a proof of the results of §2 that is free of the use of characters. By this we refer to the fact that no use is made of the relationship between the anka and characters; instead the an<k<a are regarded simply as coefficients in the symmetric function A, and the action of A on A is then explicitly described.
This proof, though free of characters, is essentially verificational, since it is based on the fact that A satisfies the partial differential equation given in Theorem 3.2(1). However, we are able to derive a constructive, directly combinatorial, proof of Theorem 3.2 in the next section, which leads to a combinatorial proof of the main result in §5.
Painted permutations and the differential operator
By a painted permutation p on {1, ... , «} we shall mean a permutation a e S" in which each element 1,...,«-1 is assigned ("painted") one of the colours red or blue, and we say in this situation that p is obtained by painting a. Thus there are 2n~x ways to paint a for each a e Sn , giving a total of 2"_1«! painted permutations on {1, ... , «}. We shall be concerned in this section with a special subset of painted permutations called properly painted permutations, defined below.
In the disjoint cycle representation of a permutation a e S" , suppose that the cycle containing element « is (n, /i, i2,... , ij), and call this cycle the maxcycle of a . Consider painting elements ij, ... , i¡ red and elements i¡+x, ... , ij blue for some 0 < I < j, and denote the resulting object by (n,[ix, ... The significance of properly painted permutations is that the generating function for srfn k with respect to this weight function is the series An k discussed in § 1, as proved in the next result. This means that the effect of multiplying all properly painted permutations in stfn k by the set of transpositions (u, v is the transposition in S^" yk) is equivalent to "marking" all pairs of (not necessarily distinct) elements in all properly painted permutations in s/n,k > where the first marked element is painted (i.e., not «) and a sign of -1 is introduced if this element is blue (y, z are the marked elements in !Tn k). For a general discussion of the relationship between the action of td/dt (and rd/dr, bd/db) as on the RHS of Theorem 3.2. (1) and marking (or rooting or distinguishing) of combinatorial objects see, e.g., Goulden and Jackson [8] .
In the remainder of this section we complete a purely combinatorial proof of Theorem 3.2 by deriving a direct combinatorial proof of (4.1), which together with Proposition 4.2 implies Theorem 3.2 (multiplied by 2). This proof of (4.1) proceeds in the following way. First, we partition S^"yk into subsets •5?^\ and <9^2l and give a sign-reversing involution n on <9^lk , proving that fiyd) (x) = 0. Second we partition 5Tn k into subsets ST^ and ^2¡. and give n,k ' ' a sign-reversing involution y/ on &^l£ 9 proving that *P^-<i)(x) = 0. Finally, ' n ,k we give a weight-preserving bijection </> between S"nmk and ^(2^ , proving that n.k n.k
The sets ^x\ and <5^(y are given bŷ and the result follows.
(2) If element y is red in y , then z is blue in y , so oe(y, z, y) = wt(y) and co(\j/(y, z, y)) = o)(z, y, y) = -wt(y).
If element y is blue in y, then z is red in y, so co(y, z,y) = -wt(y) and co(y/(y, z,y)) = co(z, y, y) = wt(y). Thus in either of the two possible cases co(y/(y, z, y)) = -co(y, z, y).
(3) From (1) and (2) we obtain <J/^(,)(x) = -4^(1) (x) and the result foln , k n ,k lows. □ For the sign-reversing involution » on <^xk we define L(p), for p e srfnk , to be the first blue element encountered on the max-cycle of p after element « (by construction, any red elements on the max-cycle occur between « and L(p)). If there are no blue elements on the max-cycle of p, we define L(p) -0.
To define «, let (u, v , p) e -5^"\ and assume u is a red element in p and v is a blue element in p (otherwise exchange u and v). Then
For example, with « = 9, k = 5, p = (9, [4] R, [7, 3] To prove that n is a sign-reversing involution, it will be helpful to characterize properly painted permutations p e sf"yk among painted permutations by partitioning stfn k into two subsets s>fnk for i = 1,2. Let the image of element i in p be p(i). Then stfn(k consists of all painted permutations on {1, ... , «} with k blue elements, in which p(j) = n for exactly one blue element j and either p(n) is blue or p(n) is red and p(j) is blue for exactly one red element j (in which case j = p~x(L(p))). In every other case, p(j) and j have the same colour. (Thus stfn^'\ consists of the properly painted permutations with at least one blue element on the max-cycle.) Similarly srf" k consists of all painted permutations on {1, ... , «} with k blue elements, in which either p(n) = « or p(n) is red and p(j) = n for exactly one red element j. In every other case p(j) and j have the same colour. (Thus s/J2k consists of the properly painted permutations with no blue elements on the max-cycle.)
Using this characterization of the elements of stfn k we can prove that n has the desired properties (it may help to first verify (1) and (2) for the six examples given above). Theorem 4.4. For « > k > 0, ( 1 ) n is a fixed point-free involution of <9^ xk,
Proof. Let n(u ,v,p) = (u',v', p').
(1) In Case 1 (e.g., Al, A2, A3, A4), we must have p e Jtfn(x\ , and calculate
and p'(j) = p(j) for all other j = 1,...,« . But u is red and v , L(p) are blue. Moreover p~x(v) is blue and neither of p~x(u) or p~x(L(p)) is blue. Thus L(p') = v , and in all cases we can verify that (u', v', p') satisfies Case 1. Now v' ^ v so there are no fixed points for « in Case 1. Moreover,
, p) and in this case n is a fixed-point-free involution.
In Case 2, either p e ¿rfn(2)k (so L(p) = 0) or p e j/"(1¿ with v = L(p) (e.g., A5, A6), and we calculate that
and p'(j) = p(j) for all other j = 1,...,«. But u is red and v is blue. Moreover if L(p) = 0 then p~x(v) is blue and none of p(n), p~x(n), p(u) is blue. If L(p) = v then p~x(n) is blue and either p(n), p~x(v) are red with p(u) red or p(u) = v , or p(n) = v with p(u) red. In all cases we can verify that (u', v', p') satisfies Case 2.
Furthermore, if p e s/n{X)k then p' e stfn{2\ and if p e sén{2\ then p' e stfn(x)k , so n has no fixed points in Case 2. Moreover,
and in this case also » is a fixed-point-free involution.
(2) In Case 1,
and in Case 2,
But (u, n)(u, v)p(u, n) is conjugate to (u,v)p, so in both cases we have
In both cases, if v lies on a cycle with all elements blue in p (e.g., A3, A4), then the elements on that cycle join the max-cycle in p', and B(p') = B(p) We now prove that 0 has the required properties.
Theorem 4.5. For « > k > 0
(1) 4> is a bijection from ^\ to 9"^\, The author has been unable to choose the pairs u, v and y , z canonically to remove the factor of 2 on both sides.
In the next section, the combinatorial steps in this proof are iterated to yield a combinatorial proof of the main result.
The combinatorics of multiplying transpositions
We now extend the combinatorial material in §4 to multiplication by m transpositions. To do this, define sets S""ykym and ^n,k,m by We now proceed as in §4, to deduce a combinatorial proof of the main result by giving a direct combinatorial proof that For example, when « = 9, k = 5, m = 4, 0W((8, 9), (5, 3), (9, 7), (2, 9), (9, [4}R, [7, 3] One more combinatorial step is needed to obtain a direct combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.1. This is to account for the application of Proposition 1. The author has been unable to remove the factor of 2m (due to working with ordered pairs as transpositions) nor the factor «! (due to working with all properly painted «-cycles). In the special case m = « -1, the relationship to the combinatorial proofs of Moszkowski [18] or Goulden and Pepper [10] is quite unclear, especially because the bijection in this paper is between two sets with alternating weights, and not directly involving labelled trees at all.
